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INFINITESIMAL MOTIONS OF A
BIPARTITE FRAMEWORK

WALTER WHITELEY

A recently established criterion for stresses on any bar and joint
framework with a complete bipartite graph is converted into explicit
criteria for infinitesimal motions of the framework. These criteria, based
on quadric surfaces through the joints, include and complete those
developed in recent years in the study of geodesy with range satellite
networks. The infinitesimal motions are displayed in a simple geometric
form, appropriate to any dimension. This geometric description is used to
establish necessary and sufficient conditions, based on ruled quadric
surfaces, for which bars may be added to a bipartite framework without
removing a prior infinitesimal motion. These criteria are applied to the
behaviour of structural engineering space frames.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper, Bolker and Roth presented an
analysis of static stresses in any bar and joint framework with an underly-
ing bipartite graph [1]. In spite of their title ("When is a bipartite graph a
rigid framework?"), the paper gave explicit criteria only for the number of
stresses in the framework, and left implicit the number of infinitesimal (or
finite) motions which resulted.

Our work began with an observation that their static criterion yielded
explicit criteria (both necessary and sufficient) for the presence of non-
trivial infinitesimal motions: essentially that all joints of the framework lie
on a quadric surface (§2) [7]. This simple geometric conclusion suggested
that the motions must flow in some natural way from the quadric surface
and we present two descriptions of the motion drawn from the quadric
surface (§3). One description is informal and geometric, the other is more
detailed and analytic though still geometric. We feel that the general
geometric approach gives a stronger intuition for the basic connections,
but the analytic approach is easier to condense, and easier to use in
detailed form later in the paper.

Once we "see" the source of the motions we can pose, and answer, an
interesting question: What bars can be added to a bipartite framework
without blocking the infinitesimal motion? (§4). When additional bars are
added to a bipartite framework, the essential condition for an infinitesi-
mal motion is a ruled quadric surface through all the joints, containing the
lines of all added bars (Theorem 3). Ironically, while Bolker and Roth
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asked for efforts to make their work into an applicable theory, portions of
their results, in dimensions 2 and 3, had been anticipated by applied work
in geodesy and range satellite networks [5, 10, 11, 12]. In this setting, the
problem was: given m satellites in space, and n points on earth, we
measure (with lasers or electronically) the mn distances between earth
stations and satellites. Can we now calculate the exact distances between
the points on earth? If we know some distances among the satellites, can
we calculate the exact distances between the points on earth? Work in this
area, over the last two decades, had given the explicit criteria for most
cases when these calculations had singularities (equivalently, infinitesimal
motions) [5, 11], and had examined examples of finite mechanisms [5, 10,
12, 13]. Provided that the points on earth were not "near" such a
singularity, and that the distances on earth were known roughly (within an
error smaller than the distance to the singularity), then the calculations
will yield an accurate answer for the distances on earth.

We discovered this prior work while doing the final writing of this
paper. In retrospect we can say that the static analysis of Bolker and Roth
offered a single unified attack for all dimensions, yielding exact necessary
and sufficient conditions for infinitesimal (or static) rigidity of a complete
bipartite framework — results which clearly extend the results developed
in the earlier kinematic work in geodesy.

Our work builds on this completeness, and differs in approach from
the previous work on infinitesimal motions. Instead of detailed calcula-
tions and exacting formulae, we use a direct geometric approach to trace
the motions and pursue the consequences for bipartite frameworks with
added bars. There always are advantages in having several methods
available for attacking a problem. We offer this geometric vision in the
belief that it simplifies and completes the previous work by giving a direct
insight into the patterns of the motions — patterns not available in any of
the previous work.

This geometric insight can also be applied to unify and extend work
on the question: When do the infinitesimal motions extend to finite
motions? In this area the work dates back to the turn of the century [4],
and it seems preferable to present the results in a separate paper.

Our initial motivation for studying the infinitesimal motions and
infinitesimal rigidity of frameworks lay in work on the stuctural engineer-
ing of frameworks. In this spirit we close our paper with an application of
Theorem 3 to the behavior of standard space-frames built by engineers
(§5). It is a delightful bonus to find this pretty geometry opening a direct
insight into some of the most common, but poorly understood, engineer-
ing structures [2].
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Our debt to the paper of Bolker and Roth is obvious, and we have
benefited from additional communications with both of them. Less obvi-
ous, but as important, is our debt to the other members of the Structural
Topology Research Group at Universite de Montreal. The entire setting
for our work comes from the research of this group into applications of
geometry to problems in architecture and structural engineering, and our
results have been refined within discussions with the group, in particular
with Henry Crapo and Janos Baracs.

The study of bipartite frameworks has flowed from the early, kine-
matic work in geodesy, to the static results in Bolker and Roth and back
to our kinematic reevaluation of their results. In light of our own recent
propaganda and polemics for the value of statics [3], we appreciate the
irony of this kinematic reassertion. The flow back and forth between these
techniques is an underlying theme of a number of recent papers, and as
this paper illustrates, this flow is aided by a solidly geometric view of both
topics. We look forward to the possibility of continued cross-fertilization
between structural engineering, geodesy, and a projective geometric theory
of infinitesimal motions and statics for frameworks.

2. When does a bipartite framework move? We will follow the basic

notation of Bolker and Roth [1]. However hidden under this Euclidean
facade will be intuitions and processes which come from the projective
theory of mechanics [3, 8]. For simplicity most of the examples we
describe are in 3-space, but many of the diagrams show plane-figures,
sections of the larger frameworks, and some of the theorems are stated in
^/-dimensional form.

We briefly recall the necessary vocabulary. A framework in R̂  is an
indexed set V of points (pv.. .,pv) inRd and a set of bars E of unordered
pairs {/, j}9 1 < z, j < v. For simplicity we assume that pt Φ Pj when
{/, j) E E. We speak of the framework as a realization in Rd of an
underlying graph with the vertex set {1,..., v) and edge set E,

An infinitesimal motion of a framework with joints V and bars E is an
assignment of vector velocities vt to the joints pt such that the length of the
bar \Pj—pj\ is constant for all bars. By a simple differentiation, this
condition is replaced by

(ι?f. - Vj) o (Pi-Pj) = 0 for all {/, j} E E.

Every framework has some infinitesimal motions — those correspond-
ing to the rigid motions of the space (translations, rotations, etc.) [1, §4].
If all the infinitesimal motions of a framework correspond to rigid
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motions of the space we say the framework is infinitesimally rigid. Other-

wise we say there is an internal motion. In particular, if (vm — vn) ° (p m —

pn) φ 0 for some pair of joints (not a bar) then the motion is an internal

motion, and if the joints of the framework span the space, in an affine

sense, every internal motion will have such a pair of spreading (or

approaching) joints.

The infinitesimal motions form a vector space, and if the joints span

(in an affine sense) at least a hyperplane of the space RJ, the rigid motions

induce a subspace which has dimension \d(d + 1). As a convention, the

difference between the dimension of the space of infinitesimal motions,

and of the space of rigid motions is called the degree of internal freedom.

(When we say a set of points spans a space, this will always be in the

affine or projective sense.)

Finally, a bipartite framework is a framework whose underlying graph

is a complete bipartite graph: the vertices can be divided into two disjoint

sets A, B such that the edges are all unordered pairs {/, j) with i E A and

j G B. Writing \A\— m and | B|= n we speak of the bipartite graph Kmn.

As a slight abuse of terminology we will write A and B to denote both the

sets of vertices of the graph and the corresponding joints in the reali-

zation.

In [5, p. 69] and again in [1, Theorem 15], it is shown that a

framework in 3-space, realizing the graph K46 has an internal infinitesimal

motion iff the joints all lie on a quadric surface, or the 4 points lie in a

plane. Our first task is to generalize this result to arbitrary bipartite

frameworks and all dimensions. The entire result is just a careful transla-

tion into kinematic terms of the static Theorem 10 of [1].

THEOREM 1. A bipartite framework realizing the bipartite graph Km n

(m, n >: 2) in R^ (d > 1) has a nontrivial infinitesimal motion iff either

(i) the joints of A U B lie on a quadric surface, or

(ii) one side {A or B) lies on a hyperplane along with at least one joint

of the other side, or

(iii) one side (A or B) lies on a hyperplane H and lies on a quadric

surface within the hyperplane.

Proof. [1, Theorem 10] records the dimension of the space of stresses,

a number which we will call w. If A is the affine span of A9 etc.,

C = (AΠB)U(BΠA)9 k=\C\9 h = dim(C) and Q is the space of

quadric surfaces in C which contain all joints of C, then Theorem 10 says

w = (\A\ - dim\A\ - \)(\B\ - dim\B\ - l)

dimQ- {{h + 1)(Λ + 2)
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(if h = 0 then dim Q is defined to be 0, but if k = 0 then dim Q = 1).
To use this count of stresses, we need the fundamental equivalence

between statics and infinitesimal mechanics (a restatement of the linear
algebra theorem that the row rank = column rank for the rigidity matrix)
[1, §4]:

I Is I — dim(Stress space) = | V\ d — dim(Motion space).

We now assume we have a bipartite framework such that the points
have a space of rigid motions of dim = j , and let F denote the degree of
internal freedom:

m o n — w = (m + n)d — (F + j).

We replace w by the expression given above and solve for F:

(1) F = m(d - dim\B\ - l) + n(d - άim\A\ - l) + k + dim Q

+ (dim\A\ + l ) (dim|5 | + l) - \{2j +{h + 1)(A + 2)).

The rest of the proof is by cases, depending on dim\A \ and dim\B\.

Case 1. A and B both span the space.

Then dim I J | = d, ώm\B\= dj = \d{d + 1), C = A U 5, k = m +
n and h = d.

Equation (1) reduces to

F = m(-l) + w(-l) + m + n + Q(A U B) + (d + \f

-±(d(d+ l) + (d+ l)(d+2)) = Q(A U5).

We conclude that the framework has a motion iff the joints lie on a
quadric surface.

Case 2. A and5 are both flat, spanning two hyperplanes. Thus
dim|Z |= d - 1, d i m | 5 | = d~ U j = \d(d + 1). We ignore C, letting
the nonnegative number k + dim β— Jr(Λ+l)(/ι + 2) disappear.

F>m°0 + noO + d 2 - \d(d + 1) = M < * ~ 1) > 0.

We always have both an internal motion and a degenerate quadric surface
of two hyperplanes.

Case 3. A spans a hyperplane and J5 spans space. Thus,

dim|J | =d- l,dim|JΓ| = dj = M έ / + l),C = A U ( J n ί ) ,

and h — d— 1.
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Equation (1) becomes

F=m(-\) + noO + m+\AΠB\ + d i m β ( C ) + d(d + 1)

-\{d{d+ \) + d{d+ 1))

= \AΠB\ + d i m £ ( C ) .

F > 0 iff either \A Π B |> 0 and some joint of b lies in the hyperplane
of A, or \A Π B |= 0 and dim β(^4) > 0, in which case the joints of A lie
on a quadric surface of the hyperplane.

Case 4. A or B do not even span a hyperplane.

If possible we choose an "axis" (a space of dim d — 2) through the
flat side (say A) leaving at least two joints of B off the axis. When we
freeze the axis and one of these (6,), the second (bj) will rotate about the
axis, giving an internal motion (Figure 1A). There is a motion and the
every flat side lies on a degenerate quadric surface of any hyperplane
through this side.

Axis

through A

Subspαce

of A

velocity

FIGURE 1

If such an axis was impossible then at least one bj lies in A (since
n > 2). We now freeze all other joints and give this bj & velocity normal to
A. This is an internal motion since any rigid motion freezing^ will freeze
A (Figure IB). Once more we have the motion required by part (ii) (and
part (Hi)) of the statement. D

If we ignore the special degeneracies of part (ii), then the sense of the
theorem is summarized in the following sufficient condition for a motion.
For the plane and 3-space, this result appeared in [5, p. 71] and [10, Satz
2; 11, Satz 11].
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COROLLARY 1.1 Any bipartite framework (with more than 2 joints)

realized with all its joints on a quadric surface in Rd (d > 1) will have an

internal motion.

Proof. If A and B span the space, then Theorem 1 (i) applies. If A lies

in a hyperplane then the quadric surface gives the required quadric within

the hyperplane for Theorem 1 (iii). D

In the case of frameworks in 3-space, the kind engineers actually

build and geodesists measure, we would like to be more precise about the

number of internal motions. We offer some specific corollaries to the

proof, which we will need later in the paper. A form of Corollaries 1.2 and

1.4 is contained implicitly in [11]. If desired, we could read off the

corresponding results in any dimension.

COROLLARY 1.2 Given a bipartite framework in 3-space, with A and B

both spanning the space, the degree of internal freedom equals the dimension

of the space of quadratic surfaces through all the joints.

COROLLARY 1.3 Given a bipartite framework in 3-space with A span-

ning one plane and B spanning a second plane, then the degree of internal

freedom is >: 3, and is exactly 3 when no joints lie on both planes.

Proof. We have dim|Λ~| = 2, d i m | £ | = 29j = 6,d= 3. If there are k

joints on the common line, equation (1) gives:

F = 3 + k + dim Q(C) - \{h + 1)(Λ + 2) > 3. D

REMARK. When k joints lie on the common line then simple calcula-

tions show that one degree of internal freedom is added for each joint on

the line but one of the original three degrees is removed for each of the

first three distinct points occupied on this line. In a sense these joints

absorb the original motions, turning them into a set of simple vibrations,

each normal to the plane which must contain all bars into a joint on the

common line. This observation offers a foretaste of Theorem 3 (ii).

COROLLARY 1.4 Given a bipartite framework in 3-space, with A span-

ning a plane and B spanning space, and B'— A Π ΰ , q(A U B') = the

dimension of the space of conies through A U Br in the plane of A, then the

degree of internal freedom —\Bf\ +q(A U B').

COROLLARY 1.5 If A is collinear then there are at least \B\—\ degrees

of internal freedom.
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3. How does a bipartite framework move? Corollary 1.1 predicts an

internal motion for a bipartite framework with its joints on a quadric

surface. What geometric or algebraic characteristic of quadrics is expressed

in this motion? A simple example in space will take us to the core of the

explanation.

EXAMPLE 1. The sphere. We take an arbitrary Kmn with all of its

joints on a sphere in 3-space, with the equation

2 __ ,.2x1 + yι + z2 = r or

Each joint in A is assigned a velocity radially outward, u — a.

Each joint in B is assigned a velocity radially inward, υ = -b.

FIGURE 2

These velocities preserve the length of the bar ab because

(i) geometrically, the chord ab makes equal angles with the two radial

vectors (Figure 2) and

(ii) algebraically, (a — b) o (u — v) = (a — b) o (a + b) — a ° a —

bob = 0.

This result holds for any pair of points a and b on the sphere, so the

assignment is an infinitesimal motion. It is not a rigid motion since for

any distinct points a, a' on the sphere

(a - a') o (u - uf) = (a - a') o (a - a') =|α - af > 0.

(Of course if all of A lies on one point, and all of B lies on a second point

we would have to resort to another motion.)

This type of motion will work for a sphere in any dimension. In a

very real sense this example represents the essential background for all of

Theorem 1. If we take projective maps, these motions can be transfered to
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any ellipsoid, hyperboloid of two sheets, or elliptical paraboloid in space.
In this projective theory the velocities are expressed as weighted sections
of a plane (or hyperplane in «-space) normal to the velocity [3, 8]. If we
have these velocities recorded as sections of the tangent plane to the
sphere at the joint, then the projected image will be sections of the tangent
planes to the new quadric at the joints (with the weight changed by the
projection). Back in Euclidean terms the velocities will be appropriately
scaled normals to the new quadric surface.

In real 3-space, the hyperboloids of one sheet are not protectively
equivalent to the sphere we have discussed. However all the quadric
surfaces are projectively equivalent in complex projective space. When we
move to complex space, we keep the linear algebra ((υ — v) ° (a — b) = 0)
but abandon any reference to preserving distances: thus our complex
"sphere" has equation Z o Z = r (not Z o Z = r). With this choice, all of
our previous comments continue to apply, and the hyperboloid is also the
projective image of the sphere, and has the corresponding infinitesimal
motion with velocities normal to the surface. However in this case there is
a possible flaw in the proof that the motion is internal on the points of the
framework (when the two joints lie on a line in the surface). We will
clarify this situation in Examples 2 and 3.

To cover the degenerate quadric surfaces (cones, cylinders, two planes)
we can express the surface as the limit of non-degenerate surfaces and
locate the velocities from the limit. There is some room for confusion in
the special case of two planes, one containing A, the second containing B.
Here the limit of internal motions normal to the surface seems to turn into
a rigid motion, although we anticipate 3 degrees of internal freedom. We
will clarify this situation in Example 4, using algebra. However it is a
general theorem that the limit of frameworks with internal motions must
have an internal motion, so we really have given a geometric proof for
Corollary 1.1.

The special case of Theorem 1 in which A lies on a plane conic with B
in space seems out of place in this geometry. However the points A9

together with tangent planes to the conic normal to the plane of A, share a
quadric surface with any chosen b in space. If we take the velocities from
this surface, the common tangent planes at A will ensure a uniform choice
of velocities for A while each b moves in its own separate world (Figure 3).

For those who are comfortable with projective geometry, and the
representation of velocities by hyperplanes, this informal discussion, to-
gether with the direct arguments in Case 4 of Theorem 1, does explain all
of the motions which we have detected. However a detailed presentation
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of the algebra may clarify the situation and will provide the clues needed
for the other results in the paper. Accordingly we give an algebraic
presentation of the velocities appropriate to quadric surfaces in 3-space.
The algebra will also clarify the two difficulties mentioned above.

FIGURE 3

EXAMPLE 2. The non-degenerate ellipsoids and hyperboloids.
By an appropriate choice of coordinates, these surfaces can be

expressed in the form

ex2 + dy2 + ex2 + / = 0 .

The equation of the tangent plane at (x\ y'9 z') can be written

(cx')x + (dy')y + {ez')z + / = 0.

We will use the normals to these planes.

For any joint a = (al9 a2, a3) in A we assign the velocity

u = (cal9da29ea3).

For any joint b = (bl9 b2, b3) in B we assign the velocity

υ = -(cbl9db29eb3).

It is a simple matter to check that for any bar ab we have the equation

(a-b)o(u-υ) = c{af - b]) + d{a\ - b\) + e{a\ - bj)

= -/ + /=0.

Thus the motion we have defined is permitted.
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Must the motion be internal? Consider two joints a, a',

(a - a')(u - i#') - C(fl, - d[f + d(a2 - a'2f + e(a3 - a'3f = 0.

For an ellipsoid (c, d, e > 0) this will clearly be non-zero, but for some
pairs of joints on a hyperboloid it might be zero. When is this possible?

We can get a clearer picture, and include the paraboloids and cones, if
we write the quadric surface with the traditional symmetric matrix β, and
the point as a column vector/?. In fact this presentation will cover quadric
surfaces in every dimension.

EXAMPLE 3. The general quadric in space. The equation of the surface
is pιQp = k.

For a joint a E A we assign the velocity u = axQ, and for a joint in B
we assign the velocity v — -bxQ. For any bar a, 6 we have

{u - υ) o (a - b) = {a'Q + b'Q) o (a - b) - a'Qa - b'Qb = 0.

For any pair of joints a, a' in A we have

(u - uf) o (a - a') = (aιQ - anQ)(a - α')

= a'Qa + anQa - a'Qa' - a'xQa

= 2k- 2axQa'.

Since aκQaf = k is the equation of the tangent plane at a, we know a' is in
this tangent plane if the result is 0. The motion is internal unless af lies in
the tangent plane at a and vice-versa. Geometrically this would require
that the entire line aaf lie in the quadric — as we now confirm algebrai-
cally. Consider any point on the line λa + (\ — λ)a':

(λa + (1 - λ)a'yQ(λa + (1 - λ)a')

= λ2axQa + (1 - \fanQaf + 2λ(l - \)axQaf

= λ2k + (1 ~ λfk + 2λ(l - λ)k = k.

We conclude that the motion defined by these normals to the quadric
surface is internal unless all lines ataj within A lie in the surface and all
lines bfy within B also lie in the surface. On reflection this leaves one
possibility: the joints of A are in one hyperplane and the joints of B are in
a second hyperplane (possibly the same hyperplane as A).

If we have such hyperplanes, with at least one joint on both hyper-
planes, then by the types of argument used in Case 4 of Theorem 1, we
have an infinitesimal vibration of these points on both planes (the joints
are "flat" with all bars in a single hyperplane).
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We will now analyse the basic case in 3-space when no joints lie on

the line of intersection.

EXAMPLE 4. A spans one plane and B spans a second plane (no joints

on the line of intersection). By Corollary 1.3 we expect 3 degrees of

freedom.

For convenience we will take the projectively general case of two

parallel planes A C {(*, y, 1)}, B C {(%, >>,-l)}. We present 3 indepen-

dent generators for the set of internal motions.

M: For a — (x, y91) assign u = (-2x,0, x2).

For b — (JC, y,-\) assign v = (2x,0, x2).

N: For a — (x, y, 1) assign u — (0, -2y9 y2).

For b = (x, y,-\) assigns = (0, +2y, y2).

L: For a — (x, y, 1) assign u — (-2^,0, xy).

Foτb = (x, 7,-1) assigns = (0,2x, xy).

In each case the verification that (a — Z?)°(w — v) = 0 is a simple

piece of algebra.

Without loss of projective generality, we can assume that the frame-

work includes the following joints (since A and B span the planes):

ax = (0,0,1), a2 = (1,0,1), a3 = (s, t, 1), / Φ 0,

^ = (0,0,-1), b2 = (0,1,-1),

With these points we can verify the independence of M, N and L in the

presence of the rigid motions.

All three motions fix the bar aλbx so the only rigid motion which

could possibly be relevant is the rotation giving velocities R(x, y, z) —

i-y,χ,θ).

Assume M = aN + βL + yR. Since N and L give zero velocity to a2:

(-2,0,1) = M(a2) = 0 + 0 +yR(a2) = γ(0,1,0).

We conclude that M is independent of the other motions.

Assume N = aL + βR. Since L gives zero velocity to b2:

(0,2,1) = N{b2) = 0 +βR{b2) = )8(-l,0,0).

Thus N is independent of L and R. Assume L = aR.

(0,0,0) = L(a2) = aR(a2) = α(-l,0,0)
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and

(-2ί,0, tf) = L(a3) = aR(a3) = a(-t,s9θ) with -It ^ 0.

Thus L is independent of the rigid motions.

REMARK 1. Where did these motions come from? Consider the two

planes as a limit of quadric surfaces through aλ and bλ. We take the

motions given by these quadric surfaces, add on the rigid motion which

cancels the effects on aλ and &,, and take the limits of these velocities.

This breaks the pattern that velocities are normal to the surface, but gives

an internal motion. (Figure 4B.)

B

FIGURE 4

REMARK 2. We note that if A and B lie on a degenerate quadric

surface of two planes in 3-space with A and B scattered on both planes,

the motion does involve the usual normals to the surface (Figure 4A).

REMARK 3. In the plane the case of two hyperplanes becomes two

lines and we can use the motion M, as given above, in the xz plane. In d

space, d > 3, we expect \d(d — 1) degrees of internal freedom. The

corresponding motions can be obtained by taking analogues of M and N

for each of the axis directions except the last, giving (d — 1) motions, and

an analogue of L for each pair of these directions, giving the remaining

{{d — \)(d — 2) motions to produce the desired basis.
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EXAMPLE 5. All of A lies in a plane conic (not a single line) and B is
scattered throughout space. For simplicity we let the plane be z — 0, and
the equation of the conic be (x, yYQ(x, y) = e. For each b = (bl9 b2, b3),
b3 φ 0, we use the quadric surface

All of these surfaces give the same velocities to points in A, and the
motion on A is an internal motion unless A is collinear. This situation was
described in Case 4 of Theorem 1.

REMARK. This technique clearly applies in any dimension. In the
plane the lower quadric becomes two points on a line. In 4 space the
quadric surface in the hyperplane is a quadric surface in 3-space.

The motions displayed in Examples 3-5 give, along with degeneracies,
a lower bound on the internal degree of freedom of the framework. To
complete a direct proof of Theorem 1, and the corollaries, we would have
to show that these are the only possible internal motions. Provided the
number of joints is adequate to span a unique conic, this upper bound can
be provided by direct calculations [5; 11]. However we will continue to
rely on the result of Bolker and Roth. In this context our direct geometric
display does offer a simplified replacement for the one prolonged calcula-
tion in their proof: the demonstration that the presence of a quadric
surface through C gives an additional stress [1, Theorem 6].

In closing this presentation of the infinitesimal motions, we want to
describe, informally, how the infinitesimal motions effect the calculations
of distances in geodesy.

Assume we have n points in 3-space (not all in a plane) with the
distances aiaJ9 (ι, j) E J3, each measured within a small error ε2. If there
is a framework, with bar lengths within ε2 of the measured distances,
which has an internal infinitesimal motion, then in the calculation of the
remaining distances some answers may have an error on the scale of ε
(much larger than ε2 for small ε).

Why? Take the framework with the internal motion t>z at point at. For
some pair of joints (not a bar) ap, aq the internal motion changes the
distance:

(v-vq)o(a-a)¥=0.
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If we move along these velocity vectors by ε (α = ai + εt>z) then the bars
have

ε(vι - Vj) o (a. - Qj) = 0

so these change length on a scale ε2. For the special pair apaq, the change
is on the scale of ε.

If we reverse the motion (taking -v.) then we reverse the sign of the
error, but not the magnitude of the error.

We can use our additional knowledge about the form of the infinitesi-
mal motion of a bipartite framework to understand what combinations of
errors are possible near the singular configuration.

We assume, for simplicity, that A moves "outward" and B "inward"
from the surface (in the natural sense for ellipsoids extended by projective
maps to the other surfaces).

If the critical configuration is a non-degenerate ellipsoid, elliptic
paraboloid, or elliptic cylinder, then all "errors" (changes of distance)
within A will be positive, and all errors in B will be negative. If the surface
is an hyperboloid of two sheets then the errors between points in A on the
same sheet remain positive, while errors between pairs on different sheets
become negative. This is reversed for joints in B.

If the surface is an hyperboloid of 1 sheet or a cone, the " two" lines
in the surface, through a joint au divide the surface into 4 sections. In two
of these, the line from aχ to at goes "inside" the surface and this distance
is increased by the motion. For the other two sections a line from ax to a}

goes outside the surface and the distance is decreased. Of course this
description is reversed for joints in B.

If the critical configuration is a plane conic through A, then there is a
finite mechanism giving an almost unlimited error in distance measure-
ments in A and B [13]. Other mechanisms are also possible (among the
cases just covered) and these will be presented elsewhere.

If the criticial configuration is two planes, with A in one, B in the
other, then a variety of errors is possible, depending on the motion
chosen.

Finally we note that this analysis of which distances increase, and
which decrease, could also be used to predict which sets of two cables or
struts could be added to produce an infinitesimally rigid tensegrity
framework [6].

4. Adding bars to a Km n. We will present the discussion in 3-space,
although there are no difficulties (other than space and interest) in
extending the results to other higher dimensions.
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In describing the infinitesimal motion in Example 2 the one "diffi-

culty" we encountered was that if the line aiaj was on the quadric surface

then this distance was not altered. In this case both velocities were normal

to the line afij — the common line of the tangent planes at ai and

aj — and a line in the quadric surface.

We now turn this difficulty into a theorem — such lines in the surface

inserted as bars will not remove the infinitesimal motion and any other

bar will.

THEOREM 2. A framework realizing Kmn in 3-space (m, n >2) with one

added bar axa2 will have an internal motion iff at least one of the following

holds:

(i) the joints are contained on a quadric surface containing the line

axa2,

(ii) the joints of A lie in a plane containing some joint of B;

(iii) the joints of B line in a plane containing both aλ and a2 or

containing some other joint of A;

(iv) the joints of B lie on a plane conic and the line aλa2 touches the

conic at 1 point;

(v) the joints of A lie in a plane conic containing the line aλa2.

Proof. Once more, we will proceed by cases, depending on the span of

A and of B.

Case 1. If m or n < 3 then it is a simple matter to see that adding any

single bar leaves an internal motion and leaves a framework satisfying (iv)

(if n < 3) or (v) (if m < 3).

Case 2. Both A and B span the space.

(a) If there is only one internal motion in Kmn, it comes from a

non-degenerate quadric. By Example 3 the bar leaves this motion iff the

line oίaxa2 lies on the quadric surface.

(b) If there is more than one internal motion in Kmn, then there is a

family of quadric surfaces. One member of this family also includes the

point \aλ + \a2 and thus the whole line. The framework always has an

internal motion and satisfies (i).

Case 3. A spans a plane with some joint b on this plane. The internal

motion which vibrates b vertical to this plane always remains, and the

framework satisfies (ii).
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Case 4. A spans a plane, B spans a second plane. By Corollary 1.3
there are at least 3 degrees of internal freedom in the Kmn. The added bar
will always lie in the degenerate quadric and will block at most one
internal motion.

Case 5. B spans a plane and A spans space.
(a) There is only one internal motion in the Kmn.
If this single motion involves a vibration out of the plane by aλ or a2

then the added bar will stop this motion and the framework lies outside
the five conditions.

If the single motion involves the vibration of any other joint at out of
the plane then this motion remains and the framework satisfies (iii).

If the single motion involves a conic through B (with no joints of A in
the plane) then we will use the description of the motion presented in
Example 5. Without loss of projective generality we can assume the line
aλa2 is normal to the plane of the conic: aλ — (p, q, r), a2 — (/?, q, s) and
this line hits the plane at (/?, #,0). If we write (/?, q)tQ(p, q) — /then the
joints have the following velocities:

F o r a λ \ u λ -

Fora 2 : u2=

Since the joints have the same x and y components of velocity, the prob-
lem of preserving the length | ax — a2 | reduces to examining (r — s)(f— e)
o (\/r — \/s). If the line axa2 touches the conic then/= e and length
is preserved. Otherwise the given equation requires r — s, which was
assumed false (a{a2 is a bar!). Thus condition (iv) of the statement is
accurate.

(b) There is more than 1 internal motion in the Kmn, The bar must
leave an internal motion. We now check that the framework will also
satisfy one of conditions (iii) or (iv).

If at least two motions involve vibrating joints ai9 ay then condition
(iii) must be satisfied.

If any joint other than ax or a2 lies in the plane, condition (iii) is also
satisfied.

By Corollary 1.4, we can now assume that at most one joint aλ or a2

lies in the plane, and if it does it also lies on a conic through B. Such a
joint gives a line aλa2 touching the conic satisfying condition (iv). Other-
wise since there is more than 1 degree of internal freedom and no joints of
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A lie in the plane, the joints of B lie on a family of conies. One of this
family will include the point of intersection of axa2 with the plane,
satisfying condition (iv).

Case 6. A is collinear, |1?|> 3. Adding one bar will leave at least
\B\ — 1 internal motions (by Corollary 1.5) and the framework satisfies
condition (v).

Case 7. B is collinear and \A |> 3. Adding the one bar will leave at
least \A \ — 2 motions (by Corollary 1.5), and the framework will have a
degenerate plane conic including the line of B and say joint al9 satisfying
condition (iv). •

The statement and proof were long because we were examining a
large variety of bipartite frameworks. If we take a single bipartite frame-
work K45, with the correct size to just be infinitesimally rigid when we
add one bar, then we regain a desirable simplicity. This example was
examined in [5, p. 70].

COROLLARY 2.1 A framework in 3-space with the graph K45 plus any

single bar has an internal motion iff there is a quadric surface through the

nine joints which contains the line of the added bar or the four joints

a]a2a3a4 are coplanar.

Proof. Clearly both configurations described can be fitted into the
conditions of Theorem 5, noting that when a{a2a3a4 are coplanar we can
find a conic containing any other desired point.

We leave it to the reader to verify that any framework satisfying
Theorem 2 will also satisfy these simpler conditions. •

We now inquire about bipartite frameworks with many bars added. It
is tempting to hope that we could just rewrite Theorem 2 with a larger
number of bars added. However we could view a tetrahedron as a Kι3

with three bars bxb2, b2b3, and b3b] added and it is rigid, in spite of lying
on a ruled quadric. Even adding 2 more joints to make a K33 plus three
bars will not help.

Rather than be exhaustive (and exhausting ) about all the cases at
hand we will offer necessary and sufficient conditions for internal motions
in several non-degenerate cases.
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THEOREM 3. Assume a framework in 3-space has a graph: Kmn plus

added edges C C A X A and D C B X B, and there are no flat joints

(joints with all entering bars in a single plane).

(i) // A and B span space, there is an internal motion iff there is a

quadric surface containing all the joints and all the lines of bars in CUD.

(ii) If A spans a plane and B spans a plane, and no joints lie on the

intersection of the two planes, then there is an internal motion iff there are

two points p and q on the (projective) intersection of the two planes such that

each line of a bar in C U D passes through one of these points.

(iii) If A spans a plane and B spans space, with Br — A ΠB then there

is an internal motion iff there is a conic in the plane containing all joints of

Bf U A and all bars of D Π (Bf X Br) as well as of C, and this conic touches

the line of any other bar in D.

Proof. Case 1. If A and B span space, then by Corollary 1.2 and

Example 3 all internal motions reflect quadrics. There will be an internal

motion remaining iff one of these quadric surfaces contains all the added

bars.

Case 2. A spans a plane and B spans a second plane, with no joints on

the line of intersection.

We can take the projectively general case of Example 4, and assume

that p and q are the points at infinity in the directions of the x- and

j>-axes.

Any bar through p will leave motions N and L of Example 4 and will

eliminate any component of the motion M.

Similarly, any bar through q will eliminate any component of the

notion N9 while leaving M and L.

If both kinds of bars are present then the one remaining internal

motion is type L. If a further bar which is not through p or q is added

then L is also blocked (since L changes instantaneously the length of any

other bar).

We conclude that there is an internal motion iff the required points p

and q exist.

Case 3. A spans a plane and B spans space, with B' — A ΠB.

Corollary 1.4 says that the degree of internal freedom is | B'\ +q(A U Bf).

Since no joint is flat, we know that each bt E B' has an added bar into

space which blocks its vibration out of the plane, eliminating the \B'\

degrees of internal freedom, and leaving only the motions due to

q(AU B').
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To these motions generated by the conies we apply the argument used
in Case 5 (a) of Theorem 2. The derived motion of a conic will be blocked
by any bar btbj missing the conic or by any new bar in the plane which
does not lie on the conic. It is now clear that there is an internal motion iff
some conic avoids both pitfalls. D

REMARK. We can extend part (ii) to include joints on the line of
intersection of the planes, once more requiring that p or q lie on the line of
any added bars. However the proof would require either a discussion of
motions of points at infinity (see [8, §9]), or a new calculation of M, N
and L after a protective transformation. We have resisted both alterna-
tives.

However we can make our assertion plausible by viewing the two
planes as the limit of a series of ruled hyperboloids with the pencils of
lines through p and q as the limit of the rulings (Figure 5). The internal
motions on the hyperboloids will pass to the required internal motion on
the two planes. The remark following Corollary 1.4 also adds to the
plausibility that two points p and q are necessary.

FIGURE 5. Limit of ruled hyperboloids
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Theorem 3 will also simplify if we take a framework which has just
enough bars to be infinitesimally rigid in some realization in space
(IE\= 31 V\ — 6). Some cases of this were observed in [5, p. 70].

COROLLARY 3.1. A framework in space with the underlying graph K44

plus any two additional bars has an internal motion iff there is a quadric
surface through all of the joints and containing the lines of the two added
bars.

Proof. It is clear that such a quadric surface will usually yield an
internal motion. Degenerate positions, as the limit of more general posi-
tions on the quadric, must also have an internal motion. We leave it to the
reader to verify that for this graph the conditions in Theorem 3, as well as
all other degeneracies, lead to the required quadric surface. D

5. An application to space frames. The frameworks we have
analyzed seem very abstract and impractical as engineered buildings. It is
hard to visualize any engineer building a Kmn in space to enclose a room
or support a building. We do not know of any built structure with a large
Kmn inside. However there is a very standard engineering structure which
is a subset of the kind of frameworks analyzed in §4 — the
tetrahedral/half-octahedral truss (Figure 6) [2].

FIGURE 6
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Most standard trusses begin with two sets of joints (A and B) in two
parallel planes and a set of bars connecting the two planes (a subset of
KA B). In the tetrahedral half-octahedral truss, the additional bars form
two parallel square grids, one in each plane. While this graph, even with
only part of KA B, is correct to be infinitesimally rigid in most realizations
in space, as built it is known to have exactly 1 internal motion [2].

Drawing on Theorem 3 (ii), we see that the truss is contained in the
limiting case of a ruled hyperboloid. Therefore even a complete KΛ B

would not have eliminated the remaining internal motion. If you build a
model of a section of this grid, and let it move, then you will observe the
characteristic properties which we have predicted. (With the play of the
joints the infinitesimal motion becomes a small finite motion.) The
distance between any pair of points on the top and bottom layers remains
constant. The rulings (the lines of the grids) remain straight. The top and
bottom planes each warp into a ruled hyperboloid — two parallel images
of the limiting surfaces which explained the motion. When the grid
assumes this characteristic shape of a warped bedspring, further infinitesi-
mal motion is blocked.

What can we learn from this explanation? The difficulty with the grid
is not in the regular spacings of the two grids, nor in the symmetric
staggering of the two layers, nor in the bars chosen to join the two planes.
To make an infinitesimally rigid space frame we must either:

(i) use 3 directions for our bars in the planes, or
(ii) break up at least one of the planes.
Since economy and practical construction suggest that we will only

use a subset of the KA B for braces between the planes, these conditions
are necessary, but not sufficient for infinitesimal rigidity of a truss.
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